
Contempt for the Audience

There's a trap built into the story of A Star Is Born, and though just

about everybody who has worked on the various versions must have
been aware of it, each picture, in turn, falls into it. The story is about the

marriage of a fading, boozing male star to a woman who's rising, and while

the man is glamorously, tragically self-destructive, the Cinderella heroine

is so hardworking, loyal, and untemperamental that she's insufferable. For
reasons that go beyond the bounds of criticism, this role attracted Judy
Garland, as it has also attracted Barbra Streisand, who stars in the new
version with Kris Kristofferson. The story originated with Adela Rogers
St. John and was turned into an early talkie. What Price Hollywood,
directed by George Cukor in 1932, in which the boozer, a director, played

by Lowell Sherman, was the central character; Sherman patterned his

performance after the self-mocking alcoholic style of his brother-in-law

John Barrymore, and Gene Fowler, who worked on the script, later wrote

the Barrymore biography Good Night, Sweet Prince. It was reshaped into a

"woman's picture" in the 1937 A Star Is Born, with Janet Gaynor's Esther

Blodgett passively ascending to stardom, and trying to conceal her

heartache over the deterioration of her actor-husband, Norman Maine; she

never stops loving him, even after he kills himself. And that was basically

the story of the 1954 version, though Judy Garland looked far from fresh

and rising. The men who played Norman Maine (Fredric March and then

James Mason) gave the performances, though the overwrought Garland
was galvanizing—like it or not, you couldn't take your eyes off her. Her
turbulent behavior during the making of the film drove the budget so high

that the costs weren't recouped, but the film presented her as the true-blue

show-must-go-on heroine who never causes anybody any trouble. Gar-

land's Esther Blodgett was prepared to give up her stardom to save her

husband, and the emphasis was on her loyalty to him, rather than on his

revulsion at having become a disgrace—a figure in a comedy. In the

Streisand version, supposedly set in the rock world, the heroine, Esther

Hoffman, isn't about to sacrifice her singing career. But this, too, is a
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"woman's picture"; that is, it's designed to make you weep not for the

dead hero but for the noble heroine.

If Streisand hadn't gone on the noble wagon—if she'd played Esther

Hoffman as a little bullet of talent who met a big star, used him and loved

him at the same time, and pushed him to compromise his career for her

ends—there might have been a movie with some tension to it. As John
Norman Howard, the rock idol, Kris Kristofferson has the angry frustra-

tion of a man who's doing something he's sick of. He has the despair of an
entertainer whose contempt for the audience is the only emotion he has

left. John Norman no longer has anything to give his public: when he sings,

he goes through the gyrations of a demonic performer, but his voice is

shot—it's gravelly and raspy—and you can hardly hear him above the

instruments. (Kristofferson doesn't sing in his usual sleepy manner; he's

aggressive here, a shouter, and it's exciting, but—deliberately, I assume

—

empty.) John Norman is mean and boozing, because he can't handle the

life that goes with being a rock star; the craziness has got inside him. His

body is still young, but his eyes are clouded and frightened—the soul has

moved out. If he were trying to pull himself together by hanging on to

Esther's sanity, and she knew that and parlayed it, there would be some
dynamics, and some edges. The vacuum in this movie is the purity of their

relationship. John Norman catapults her to success without her knowing
what his plans for her are; each is above using the other. The picture is a

drippy love story about two people who love each other selflessly. And so

the scenes between Barbra Streisand and Kris Kristofferson, which one
would expect to have some sexual combustion, are exhaustingly, fraudu-

lently romantic. When they have a physical fight, it's just an exhibition

match. The picture is really a little insulting to us in assuming that we want
to accompany them on their honeymoon in the desert, to share their kisses

and admire her trousseau. A Star Is Born treats us as if we were gawkers at

the gates of the stars' homes, and when it opens the gates—for an
admission fee—it fobs us off with a carefully posed view.

The picture has had the worst advance press I can recall (with the

possible exceptions of Cleopatra and the 1954 A Star Is Born). A press

junket to the outdoor concert site in Arizona last spring resulted in a flood

of negative publicity, and those who have written pieces exonerating

themselves include John Gregory Dunne, who—along with his wife, Joan
Didion, and the director, Frank Pierson—gets the screenplay credit. In

November, Pierson published his apologia before the fact—an article in

which he wrote that the picture he turned over to Streisand and her

co-producer, Jon Peters, was, according to the "unanimous" view of the

Warners people, "a huge hit." He rigged things both ways for himself: if

the picture we got to see was anything less than great, it would be because
Streisand and Peters had wrecked it in the final cut, while if it was great, we
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had him to congratulate. Pierson did not mention that he had previously

directed only one movie, the 1970 spy thriller The Looking Glass War\ it

was a failure, largely because there was no controlling dramatic intelli-

gence at work—it didn't involve the audience. Neither does A Star Is Born,

and its faults can't all be laid to Streisand's interference or to her and
Peters' editing.

When John Norman Howard enters the joint where he first meets
Esther, she's singing between two black women, in a group called The
Oreos; the camera centers on her before he's even inside—it has selected

her before he gets a chance to. Why doesn't he first hear her voice—a voice

with the eagerness and drive he used to have—and be turned on by it?

(That's something we could identify with.) And wouldn't he then look to

see whom it belonged to? Instead, Esther comes over and bawls him out

for being noisy; he admires her sass and "cute" face and figure, and then he

listens. And does she know who he is when she bawls him out? If she does,

wouldn't this affect how she speaks to him? And if she doesn't, when is the

moment when she finds out? According to this picture, Esther is so

indifferent to his fame that she doesn't take cognizance of it at any point;

she's a little princess from another planet. There are two smart, intuitive,

supporting performers—Gary Busey, as John Norman's fast-talking road

manager, and Paul Mazursky, as his unsentimental record producer

—

but their roles are at subsistence level. The movie concentrates on the

love between Esther and John Norman, yet in that abomination For Pete's

Sake Streisand looked at Michael Sarrazin with more affection than she

shows for Kristofferson. This man has a burly physical beauty, like

Sean Connery's, and she rakes him with her fingernails as if he were a

dead fish.

Thinner, and in a soft, curly Harpo hairdo, Streisand doesn't have the

unhappy look she had in Funny Lady, but she acts a virtuous person by not

using much energy. She seems at half-mast, out of it, and you don't get

engrossed in reading her face, because she's reading it for you. She wants

to make sure we get what's going on all the time. That kills any
illusion—that and the camera, which is always on her a second too soon,

and seconds too long, emphasizing how admirable she is, how strong yet

loving. How gracious, too. When she blows a commercial that The Oreos
are doing, the two black vocalists don't even get sore at her; they have no
personalities, and practically no lines or singing sound, either—they're

there for her to hug. Streisand comes on all soft and sincere. Why? Is it for

Esther's image or her own? Esther doesn't have to be done up in big hats

and desert ensembles out of The Sheik; she doesn't need to be glamorously

noble. She just needs to be sane. Surely that has to be her attraction for

John Norman, who's been high too long and needs to come down—he
would respond to a woman who was grounded. And Streisand is, but tries

to cover it up with an ethereal haze, as if the important thing for him (and
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for us) were to find her adorable. The movie loses its last chance to make a

character of Esther when it shows that she's guiltless of John Norman's
death. Has there ever been a husband or a wife of a suicide who could feel

as guiltless as Esther does? In the Garland version, we could see from
James Mason's performance that what was killing the husband was his

wife's pity for him; the last shred of dignity he had left was to design his

own death. Here Esther is as innocent of her husband's death as she is

innocent of her own success. She's not as humble as Janet Gaynor, but

she's just as pure.

Streisand has got herself into too many false positions: her singing isn't

rock, as it's meant to be, but show-biz pop, and we're acutely aware of the

Broadway-Las Vegas intonations. The director and the writers, those

credited and those uncredited, must be partly responsible, but the sinking

feeling one gets from the picture relates largely to her. One is never really

comfortable with her, because even when she's singing she isn't fully

involved in the music; she's trying to manage our responses. Streisand loses

that managerial eye in only one number—"The Woman in the Moon,"
when she faces down the people at a benefit who wanted John Norman to

sing and resent his foisting her on them. It's not much of a song, but she

gives herself over to singing it, and her voice—rougher than usual—^is

joyously confident. This is the moment when the "star is born," and it's the

only time in the movie when she has the force to match Kristofferson's.

The picture, which still has some drive up to this point, goes completely to

hell afterward. The romping honeymooners' bliss as they build their own
house in the desert is enough to do the movie in, without Streisand's image
dissolving into a sunset. There doesn't seem to be any script, and the film

wobbles around, from montages of Esther's success to convictionless

adaptations of bits from the earlier versions, such as John Norman at home
taking phone messages for Esther. There is even a replay of the old

Academy Awards scene; in the last version, as Garland accepted her Best

Actress award the drunken, broken-down Mason climbed on the stage,

told the elite assembled there that he needed a job, and then, flinging out

his arm in an expansive gesture, inadvertently walloped her in the face.

Now the sequence takes place at the Grammys, and John Norman breaks

into Esther's receiving the award for best performance to ask for the award
for worst performance. If you're going to do this sort of maudHn scene, you
ought to make it count for something. In the earher version, this

extravaganza of self-humiHation prepared for the husband's suicide; here it

serves no particular purpose, except as an occasion for Esther to show her

fighting spirit. And whoever adapted the scene doesn't seem to have

noticed that times have changed: John Norman's drunken display wouldn't

produce the shocked response it does in the movie—he'd be the media
hero of the week.

Kristofferson is actually the star who's born in this picture, and
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because of the physicality of his performance, the hidden, weak eyes, and
the suggestions of depth, we're ready to feel a lot more for John Norman
than the film encourages us to. When John Norman crashes his Ferrari and
lies dead, the emphasis is on Esther's reaction. The weeping Streisand does

a star turn, asking for something to cover him with, and the scene is so

underdirected she seems to want a sack to shove him into so she can get on
with the grieving. Later, at home, Esther hears a tape of him singing;

apparently unfamiliar with the technology of voice reproduction, she

thinks he's alive, and runs through the many, many rooms looking for him.

Time is wasted on these drivelling, just about unplayable scenes while the

picture fails to raise the issue that seems at the very heart of the rock-fame

subject. We see the conditions in which John Norman worked—the noise

and amplification and orgiastic crowds—which turned him into a sadomas-
ochistic wreck, but we don't see Esther contending with the same
problems. Is Esther invulnerable, or does she, too, become infected with

the craziness, and the hatred of the audience? Streisand herself can't

summon up the love of performing to make Esther's rise to stardom
convincing. There's contempt implicit in Streisand's awareness of how she

wants us to react to her. She wants more from us than she's giving out;

even her singing is tightly controlled—she's singing for effect.

The songs (by Paul Williams and a batch of other people, including

Leon Russell and Streisand) are often terribly slow and slurpy, with

flight-of-fancy lyrics; they're disappointing throughout, with orchestrations

that are fake gospel, fake soul, fake disco, or fake something else. At the

end, there's some sort of commemoration service for John Norman, and
Esther is introduced to sing. Here is the spot for Janet Gaynor's and Judy
Garland's great mawkish moment: "This is Mrs. Norman Maine."
Streisand does a compromise update on it: she's introduced as Esther

Hoffman Howard—which is worse, but let it pass. What doesn't pass is her

song, a double number that goes on for more than seven minutes, in a

single take, with changing Hght cues. When she did her virtuoso finale in

her first movie, she had a great song—"My Man"—and her strange,

disturbing face was mesmerically involved in reaching us; the song was an

act of assertion that carried all before it. Here the song dramatizes the

widow's restoration to life, and she sheds tears, she smiles through her

tears, she has an orgasmic interlude, she gets tougher and faster. But the

song itself is endlessly uninteresting, and when, at the last, she flings her

head up and the frame is frozen, her self-dramatization has got out of

hand. It's one thing to act your songs, it's another to overact your songs.

Streisand has more talent than she knows what to do with, and the heart of

a lion. But she's made a movie about the unassuming, unaffected person

she wants us to think she is, and the image is so truthless she can't play it.

[January 10, 1977]
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